Pedestrians have the right of way, always.

- **Dismount in Walk Zones 9am-4pm** (Red Square, VU Plaza, ET/Art/Carver corridor)
- **Walk Zones** for bicycles and skateboards are in effect from 9am to 4pm on regular class days - including finals week - throughout the academic year.

**SHARED BIKE/WALK PATH**
- Speed limit is 3 mph (walking speed) on all Shared Paths within 10 feet of pedestrians, or 7 mph (jogging speed) when no pedestrians are present.
- Use a bell or voice to give pedestrians a warning before you pass.

**BIKE ROUTE / MOTOR VEHICLE ROUTE**
- Speed Limits posted on campus streets apply to both cyclists and cars.
- Traffic laws prohibit skateboards on city streets.

**SHARED BUS / BIKE ROUTE**

**FREQUENT BUS ROUTE**

- **BIKE COVERED PARKING**
- **BIKE PARKING**
- **BIKE LOCKER**
- **BIKE FIXIT STATION**
  Fixit stations consist of a secured stand to hang and position a bicycle along with all the tools necessary to perform basic repairs and maintenance, from changing a flat to adjusting brakes and derailleurs.